
THE INCREASING POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES DUE TO

IMMIGRANTS

By arriving in the United States, immigrants and their descendants . Because of this demographic reality, when it comes
to increasing the.

The 15 states were home to about 1. One must have turned 66 in to get full Social Security retirement, while
all those born after will need to wait until age 67 to collect full benefits. But if immigration is doubled again to
nearly 93 million, it would only increase the working-age share by an additional 1. As the graphs demonstrate,
high immigrant birth rates and a quickly growing immigrant population are responsible for the vast majority of
U. Just as the number of subway riders has grown, so too has the number of cars â€” a problem that led the
New York City Council to restrict the number of Uber and Lyft cars on the road. Not all lawful permanent
residents choose to pursue U. Table 5 shows that assuming zero net immigration and a retirement age of 67
â€” a two-year increase over a retirement age of 65 â€” then  But they will be outnumbered by U. However, if
immigration was reduced by two-thirds â€” the stabilization scenario â€” then  Possible accord was derailed
by the September 11 attacks. In Nevada, about 41 percent of workers in service jobs and 37 percent in
production, transportation, and material moving jobs were born abroad. While the overcrowding of cities
could possibly be mitigated by more immigrants moving to rural areas, the reality is that for a whole host of
cultural and economic reasons, most settle in or near cities. The data also showed that an increasing number of
immigrants were Asian or had advanced university degrees, extending a trend that has been in place for over a
decade during which immigration from Mexico slowed. In the late s, immigration from other Asian countries ,
especially to the West Coast, became more common. In , 21 percent of the foreign born in these states entered
in or later, 28 percent arrived during the s, and the remaining 51 percent came before  Fertility rates are not
projected to rise, but rates will vary by group. Prior Research on Immigration and Aging. Many argue that
without immigration there will not be enough workers to support the government or economy. Related
Articles. New citizens smile at a U. The table also reports several summary statistics. The late Washington
Post columnist Charles Krauthammer argued that America has been "saved by immigrants" from the kind of
aging taking place in other first-world countries. Most of those who immigrate are working-age adults, so
immigrants are more likely than U. Assuming the Bureau's immigration level, 59 percent of the population
will be working-age adults 16 to 64 in , compared to  The reality is, however, that most immigrants do not
settle in rural areas. Impact of Increasing Work. In terms of public policy, there are many different ages at
which one can receive or access old-age benefits or savings. At present, the employment rate for those 16 to
64 is 70 percent, low by historic standards. Immigrants convicted of a crime made up the minority of
deportations in , the most recent year for which statistics by criminal status are available. Foreign-born
residents made up  As Table 1 reports, under the stabilization scenario net migration from to would still total 
In total, approximately , refugees, or one-quarter of the , admitted to the United States during the period, were
resettled in these 15 states. Another way to think about the impact of raising the retirement age is that,
assuming zero net immigration, each one-year increase improves the working-age share by 1. At the state
level, both immigrants and the U. How much immigration would it take to equal an increase in the
working-age share of this size? Through much of the country and Congress was immersed in a debate about
these proposals. In the final prosperous year, , there were , immigrants recorded, [36] but in , only 23, moved
to the U.


